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Deny the hotel project on Abbott Kinney

Heidi Lawden <heidi@heidi.la>
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Aug 30, 2020 7:11 PM

Dear Council Members

I am a long term resident of Venice CA over 20 years. Dudley Ave, and now Market Street.

This project is absolutely wrong for this piece of land for so many glaringly obvious reasons.

It’s too large.

The traffic and parking implications will directly negatively impact the entire surrounding neighborhood, we 
already struggle to park in front of our own homes due to visitors to Abbott kinney and Our personal guests can 
never find parking, this project will make it even worse.
It’s directly opposite a school and will remove one school from the neighborhood. Abbott AKinney has seen a 
massive increase in traffic in the past 5 years even amidst this pandemic it’s a daily crawl. Children use this 
zone for school commute to Westminster, you want to add out of ours delivery trucks and arrivals and 
departures to that?

Venice does not need another hotel, there is a hotel mere feet away at Windward Erwin) that meets this need 
as well as the low cost backpacker hotel. There are multiple hotels serving this neighborhood already. Why 
doesn’t the developer seek to upgrade and existing one for eg on rose Ave at lincoln.

This developer presented nothing for the community without a struggle and seems to think the fact they’ve 
‘waited long enough’
Should give them a pass?! It’s taking so long because the resistance to it is strong, only the developers friends 
and benefactors want it pushed through not the actual community and residents surrounding it.

We need resources, we need neighborhood markets, we need farmers markets, we need affordable housing, 
we do not need a hipster hotel.

Sincerely

Heidi Lawden
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